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ABSTRACT

This paper introduces the importance of the role of universities in emerging economies such as Indonesia and Vietnam, underscoring the need for universities to contribute more extensively to the dynamic development of innovation systems. The theoretical approach is a functional analysis of innovation systems, identifying essential issues that call for recognition among policymakers and in society generally. Innovation systems in Indonesia and Vietnam share some weaknesses, particularly in comparison with innovation systems in more advanced countries. There is limited ability to mobilize the resources required for innovation, as the investment in research and development as percentage of GDP is relatively low and dominated by public funding with little contribution from private sources. Financial regulation for universities seriously hampers the development of university–industry linkages. It is essential that universities gain more autonomy in order to move beyond their current role in training of skilled human resources to providers of innovation.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Indonesia and Vietnam have experienced economic growth in recent years that has led these two countries to be considered second-tier emerging markets (Deloitte, 2012). In fact, these countries have weathered the aftermath of the global financial crisis in 2008 even better than several of the BRICS countries have. This is partly related to the predominance of exports of raw materials and agricultural products in each country. Both countries also exhibit an economic structure dependent on medium or low technological levels, and a very small high-technology sector. Foreign direct investment has been growing, but not at a rate that is comparable to other emerging markets like China, and most investments has entered in sectors that are based on raw materials extraction, labor-intensive industries and services such as tourism.

Although these emerging markets have achieved economic growth, the weak technological infrastructure and low productivity in most sectors of the economy is a major barrier to future development. Therefore, there is a definite need...
to upgrade the innovation system in both countries in order to facilitate access to more advanced technology and to adapt technological solutions to the domestic context. The Government of Vietnam has adopted an ambitious strategy for the development and application of science and technology (S&T) until 2020, aiming to boost the value of high-tech products to 45% of total industrial production value by 2020 and to increase the amount of international scientific publications by 15-20% per year during the decade (“PM approves…”, 2012).

The Indonesian Government has also proposed to reform and upgrade the national innovation system. The OECD has recently issued a report on innovation in Southeast Asia that includes detailed profiles of these new policies in Vietnam and Indonesia, together with an analysis of their context in terms of the existing strengths and weaknesses of innovation systems in the two countries (OECD, 2013). The OECD report shows that in spite of structural and institutional differences, both Indonesia and Vietnam share challenges in terms of providing adequate funding for R&D and improving linkages between various innovation actors in the economy.

The aim of this paper is to assess the potential for Indonesia and Vietnam as emerging economies in Asia to use innovation as a key driver of development, following the trends that have set East Asian countries such as Japan, South Korea and China on a path to advanced, industrialized and innovative economies. At the same time, the historical conditions of the two countries are mutually different to the extent that one would expect significant variation in the innovation systems and role of universities. Although both countries emerged from colonial political and economic regimes in the post–World War II years, Indonesia formally achieved independence from Dutch rule in 1949, while Vietnam struggled to unify the country for decades until 1976. Indonesia’s economy followed a traditional development path and achieved substantial economic growth for three decades before being hit by the Asian financial crisis in 1997; economic growth has picked up again during the last decade, but much of the structure of a mixed economy and the balance between public and private innovation activities has remained the same (Thee, 2012). Vietnam, in contrast, emerged from decades of war and a legacy of socialist planned economic development when the leadership decided to introduce market reforms in 1986, and has since witnessed one of the highest rates of economic growth in Asia (Steinfeld and Thai, 2013). The transition in Vietnam has brought about a mix of state-owned and private firms, a greater commercial orientation of public research institutes and a rapid expansion of the higher education sector, including both public and private universities. These diverging experiences provide an interesting background for examining the similarities and differences that exist in the institutional framework and functional characteristics of Indonesian and Vietnamese systems of innovation.

II. THEORETICAL FRAMEWORK

There are many good reasons for policy makers to provide support for universities, especially in recent decades, when the impact of institutions supporting the generation and dissemination of knowledge in economic development has become evident. This has been recognized by both international organizations and governments that are concerned with the functions of innovation systems and their capacity to support the economy. Consequently, I will here briefly introduce some of the most relevant and useful theoretical perspectives on the emergence of university–industry linkages and analysis of innovation systems for developing effective innovation policies.

A. Theories of Industry–University Partnerships: Understanding Institutional Embeddedness in Innovation Systems

There has been growing interest from policy makers and academics in the commercial impact of university intellectual property. The academic research output reflects a substantial increase in the level of involvement by universities in technology commercialization activities, and universities are now expected to play a significant
role as incubators of entrepreneurial resources in a vigorous and thriving innovation system. A study by Allen and Wong (2004) observed that technology transfer activities in Pacific Rim universities occur at a much lower level than in American universities, but also pointed out that such activities were growing at faster rates.

The literature on university technology transfer primarily focuses on two modes of output. On one hand, many studies focus on patents/technology licensing (Thursby & Kemp, 2002; Shane, 2002) and on the other hand, others analyze transfer in the form of university spin-offs (Shane & Stuart, 2002). Research collaboration among teams of scientists and/or researchers from the corporate sector is a topic that has attracted increased attention in recent decades, and frequently this type of relationship forms the basis of university–industry linkages; for instance, Mowery and Sampat (2005) provided a concise analysis of both the US and international experience in a comparative perspective. A recent review of the scientific literature in the field found that trust between partners is essential for the success of the collaboration and that firm learning is one of the most significant outputs (Bozeman & Boardman, 2014).

Efforts to develop a better understanding of the role of universities and research institutions has increasingly been conceptualized within the Triple Helix model of innovation-driven economic growth (Etzkowitz, 2008), in which these institutions work closely in complex, interactive relationships with government agencies and private enterprise (Leydesdorff and Meyer, 2006). The Triple Helix concept also provides a comprehensive framework for studying the new role of universities in practical terms. This perspective makes reference to the tensions that emerge as core responsibilities of universities in training human capital for the future development of the knowledge-based society conflicts with various profit motives of industry (Etzkowitz and Leydesdorff, 2000). Similar concerns emerge with the mission-oriented drivers of a Mode 2 approach to research (Nowotny, Scott and Gibbons, 2001).

Universities should encourage an attitude of learning to learn, that is, to develop dynamic and flexible learning patterns that allow students to further develop their skills and new knowledge. In this way, universities develop their second key function of research, and the role of doctoral studies in the portfolio of teaching expands. Ultimately, research becomes vital for the third mission of universities, namely, to contribute to the application of new knowledge, entrepreneurship and support for innovation in society (Laredo, 2007). This transition has happened in many countries, with the effect that both advanced research universities and traditional colleges have increasingly come to underscore their functions as gatekeepers of innovation in the economy. The argument here is that, in addition to the two basic missions of teaching and research, entrepreneurial universities engage in the third mission of contributing to society by diffusing knowledge to the local community, thereby generating research and consultancy income and assisting regional development.

Together, the literature that has emerged in this field of research during the last two decades thus provide a set of theoretical and methodological approaches for understanding the role of universities in advanced economies and the influence of policies designed to enhance the commercialization of technology through university-industry linkages. International experience suggests that the effectiveness of intermediaries in the innovation system depend to a considerable degree on the organizational set-up and responsiveness of intermediary organizations vis-à-vis industry partners (Siegel, Waldman & Link, 2003). It is necessary to understand technology transfer from universities to the commercial sector within its broader context of innovation systems and their institutional features (see Carlsson & Fridh, 2002). The success of a technology transfer process depends not only on the interface between the university and the business community, but also on the receptivity of the surrounding community and the institutions, organization and incentives within the universities themselves. Many of the institutional features of universities are linked to the policies for S&T and the innovation environment generally – for instance, the legal and administrative effectiveness of intellectual property protection.
Despite recent changes, there is great scope for organizations to play a yet more proactive role in the technology transfer process, specifically by engaging more closely with industry associations, industry leaders, and also SMEs (the most challenging category of industry players). However, the role of such intermediaries can only be effectively understood within the broader framework of academia–industry–government relationships. Yet even such a framework needs to be situated within an understanding of the innovation system in question. In particular, there are specific elements of the innovation system that have an impact upon potential linkages, including the scope and effectiveness of the intellectual property regime and the availability of financial support (which includes the banking system and availability of venture capital funding, as well as conduciveness of the local stock markets for promoting start-ups). Such elements have often been emphasized in recent research on university–industry linkages in Asia (see, e.g. Sharif & Baark, 2008, 2011a, and 2011b). These institutional characteristics are, to a large degree, determined by the structure of the innovation system and the development of new institutions created by institutional reform.

B. Analysis of Innovation Systems and Innovation Policy Assessment

The concept of a national innovation system (NIS) has influenced the approach to science and innovation policy in most countries. However, in some developing countries the effectiveness of this approach has been greatly limited by a focus on the R&D system rather than the innovation system. While R&D may be a useful proxy for innovation in developed countries, it is not so in developing economies, where R&D is not a major driver of development. In ‘catching-up’ economies, the key process is technological capability development, learning from the global stock of knowledge and learning how to apply this knowledge. Capability development can be seen as a process of learning, and hence an innovation system is more perhaps more usefully termed a learning system. However, it is important to recognize that all actors in the ‘system’ have to learn how to create value. In the case of firms, the market will select which firms create more value for customers and stakeholders, and those that are unable to change will fail. Nevertheless, what of public sector organizations? How do they learn to create value? What is the selection and improvement mechanism that drives continuous improvement? Moreover, what of policymakers and those who administer public programs – how do they learn?

Policies that explicitly promote and support capability upgrading in firms have been of great importance in many countries. However, such policies (and innovation policies in general) have little impact if a range of other policies is not consistent with these objectives. Thus, a reform of the innovation system that aims to encourage long-term investments in capability development requires close coordination of policies in areas such as trade, investment, education, and human resources that create an institutional framework for indigenous learning. The application of the NIS concept to innovation policy thus implies that the complete set of institutional factors influencing the creation and application of knowledge are surveyed, in order to remove inefficiencies and obstacles to linkages in the economy and to dynamic learning processes for the various actors in the system.

A recent approach to developing an analysis of a national innovation system has become known as the functional assessment of NIS. There are actually several different analytical perspectives that underscore the importance of understanding the various functions performed in an innovation system. The first conceptual framework for a functional approach was launched by Liu and White (2001), who identified five essential functions of an innovation system, as illustrated by China’s experience. This was subsequently elaborated by Edquist (2005, 2008) into a perspective outlining ten different activities that were structured into four thematic categories: (i) the provision of knowledge inputs to the innovation process; (ii) demand side activities; (iii) the provision of constituents of systems of innovation; and (iv) support services for innovating firms. However, the most well-developed
conceptual approaches were those proposed by a group of Swedish researchers led by Staffan Jacobsson that focused on analysis of three structural components and seven dynamic functions of innovation systems (Bergek, Jacobsson, Carlsson, Lindmark & Rickne, 2008). The focus of several studies has been on specific technological sectors (not the entire national innovation system), such as the development of renewable energy. Another elaborate approach has been conceptualized by a group of Dutch researchers who have analyzed innovation in the environmental sector (Hekkert, Suurs, Negro, Kuhlmann & Smits, 2007), and it has been applied to environmental industry innovations in the Netherlands.

The specific seven functions of innovation systems that will constitute the conceptual and methodological focus of this paper are:

1. **Resource mobilization**: The extent to which an innovation system is able to mobilize essential resources for innovation, such as funding, human resources, infrastructure, instrumentation, etc.
2. **Knowledge development**: How key actors – such as universities, research institutes and firms – become involved in developing new knowledge.
3. **Market formation**: The extent to which the innovation system promotes new markets for innovative products; for example, through government procurement.
4. **Influence on direction of research**: How innovation policy directs actors’ research efforts towards areas of priority.
5. **Entrepreneurial experimentation**: How innovation systems support new firms, SMEs and ideas.
6. **Legitimacy**: Whether or how cultural values and institutional frameworks in the innovation system encourage innovation.
7. **Development of external economies**: How domestic and international networks support innovation.

The essential point is that analysis of an innovation system can focus on the way that the system supports a variety of functions – both in the supply of knowledge and innovative products, and in the demand for innovation. In such analytical approaches, it is important to understand the extent to which actors will be able to perform their functions and jointly contribute to the innovation processes of the system. Moreover, a key issue is the extent to which the institutional framework is providing adequate inducements or incentives for innovative functions – or whether existing institutions act as blocking mechanisms for such functions. Policies should therefore be designed to enhance incentives and remove blocking mechanisms for each of the essential functions. In other words, innovation policy assessment requires a wider scope of analysis than R&D inputs and outputs. This type of assessment encourages a deep understanding of the ways in which a range of policies (including economic policies, tax policies, trade and investment policies, IPR policies, educational policies, etc.) provide the right incentives for innovation. For the purpose of this paper, we shall focus on whether – and in what ways – universities in Indonesia and Vietnam are able to develop and implement their functions in the innovation system.

A qualitative research methodology has been applied in the collection and analysis of data for this paper. A range of documentary sources on economic and technological development in the two countries was examined to illustrate the functions of the two innovation systems. Additionally, data was collected during selected case study interviews with representatives from universities and other research institutions in Indonesia and Vietnam to investigate the institutional blocking mechanisms or incentives for collaboration with industry or entrepreneurial spin-off activities. Interviewers provided consent for the taping of interviews and the use of anonymous data for research purposes at the beginning of each interview.

**III. INNOVATION SYSTEM REFORM IN INDONESIA AND VIETNAM**

This section provides a background to our discussion of the role of universities in the innovation systems of Indonesia and Vietnam, and the extent to which recent reforms have sought to mobilize universities in these two countries in the task of
supporting innovation and capability development.

As mentioned earlier in this paper, Indonesia and Vietnam have shared almost two decades of substantial economic growth. Much of that growth has been generated by labor-intensive and/or resource-intensive sectors of the economy, while nascent high-technology sectors have played a minor role. In particular, the reliance on foreign sources of technology among major firms has continued, and foreign investment has dominated vital industries such as electronics and transportation equipment (motorbikes and automobiles). The innovation systems in Indonesia and Vietnam therefore both remain relatively weak, even if there are significant differences in the structure and actors.

One very significant factor in the weakness of both systems has been the low level of financial resources for R&D. In particular, the R&D investment as a percentage of GDP is less than a tenth of a % in Indonesia, while it is a quarter of a % in Vietnam. In particular, investment in and implementation of R&D is dominated by government and public organizations – for example, the Indonesian Institute of Sciences (LIPI) and the Agency for Assessment and Application of Technology (BPPT) in Indonesia, and the Vietnam Academy of Science and Technology (VAST) in Vietnam – while the private sector allocates very few resources to innovation.

Therefore, innovation policy reforms in Vietnam have attempted to improve the function of mobilizing more resources for R&D among private sector actors, which contribute less than 20% of investment in R&D. A new science and technology development strategy for the period of 2010–2020 was approved by Prime Minister Nguyễn Tấn Dũng in 2012. The strategy proposes to boost the value of high-tech products to 45% of total industrial production value by 2020 and to increase the amount of international scientific publications by 15–20% per year during the decade (“PM approves …”, 2012).

In Indonesia, a strategy formulated relatively recently called the Master Plan for Acceleration and Expansion of Indonesian Economic Growth (MP3EI) 2011–2025 envisages the active promotion of economic development in six major regional corridors. In addition, the former Indonesian president, Susilo Bambang Yudhoyono, has been very eager to raise the private investment in R&D, and his administration pushed forward an initiative known as 1-747. This policy aims to spur the country into devoting 1% of GDP for research, implementing seven steps of innovation systems improvement, adopting four modes of economic growth acceleration, and achieving the seven objectives of Indonesian Vision 2025. This includes a new initiative to establish science and technology parks in major Indonesian cities, thus strengthening both the national innovation system and regional innovation systems in the country (Soenarso, Nugraha & Listyaningrum, 2013).

However, the government struggles to raise the financial resources needed. The largest corporations in Indonesia have traditionally been reluctant to enter into long-term investments in R&D and technological development, while very small enterprises (which constitute more than 90% of Indonesian firms) usually have few resources – whether financial resources or human resources – to invest in innovation. There are good opportunities to promote private R&D investment through tax incentives, and in fact the Government of Indonesia has already promulgated seven different regulations to provide incentives for R&D tax deductions by private firms; however, as a recent analysis pointed out, the implementation of these regulations has not been successful (Soenarso and Sadewo, 2014, p. 29). So far the ‘resource mobilization’ function of the Indonesian innovation system is lagging seriously behind comparable countries. For the ‘market formation’ function, procurement policies designed to encourage the development of innovative products in the economy have hardly been utilized in Indonesia and Vietnam. Procurement policies have been very successfully pursued by the US Department of Defense in order to promote microelectronics and computer networks in the United States, and in several European countries to further the development of mobile communications standard GSM and renewable energy. However, they require substantial input from the government, including financial support for purchases and innovation support to industrial
firms, as well as subtle institutional and regulatory approaches that provide strong incentives to domestic actors while at the same time conforming to WTO guidelines.

The ‘knowledge development’ function and the ‘influence on the direction of research’ function are probably those that have been pursued most explicitly in Vietnam and Indonesia. The traditional supply-oriented S&T policies in these two countries have emphasized science planning (i.e. direction of research) and support for research in public organizations (i.e., knowledge development) that would allegedly be “transferred to industry/society”. In actuality, this kind of transfer seldom took place. Some of the reasons appear to be that the absorptive capacity of the firms that were supposed to receive the knowledge developed was too weak, and that the firms did not have strong incentives to rely on domestic sources of new knowledge. This was especially so as they would have to undertake extensive development to implement the knowledge – which would usually not be the case with foreign, ‘proven’ technology. Policies frequently ignored the fact that the ‘knowledge development’ function requires close linkages and collaboration between research organizations (public research institutes or universities) and industry.

Finally, the function of ‘promoting innovative entrepreneurial experimentation’ is a fundamental precondition for a dynamic innovation system. In both Indonesia and Vietnam, this function of the innovation system has not received sufficient attention. In fact, it is possible to argue that the attention that innovative entrepreneurs have received in Indonesia and Vietnam has often been negative: regulations and popular culture has all too often been based on a suspicion that entrepreneurs are “corrupt” or “profiteering”. For example, a survey found that more than 8 in 10 Indonesians say that corruption is widespread throughout the nation’s government and businesses (Gallup, 2011). Establishing new firms face substantial bureaucratic hurdles and takes much longer than in countries like Singapore and Malaysia. Raising money for entrepreneurial initiatives is difficult, both because public funding is limited and private funding (for example, bank loans) is frequently extremely difficult to obtain. This issue is also connected to the function of ‘legitimation’, namely, the extent to which society is genuinely supportive of innovative activities, persons and firms. There are many rhetorical statements purporting to recognize and celebrate innovation, but few actual policies and promising markets that could provide genuine incentives for innovative products.

IV. UNIVERSITIES AND INDUSTRY LINKAGES IN INDONESIA AND VIETNAM

In this section, I shall illustrate some of the promising experiences of universities that contribute to the fundamental functions of mobilizing knowledge for innovation in Indonesia and Vietnam. It is noteworthy that both Indonesia and Vietnam have registered a relatively high percentage of GDP for expenditure on education. Indonesia’s share of public expenditure on education as percentage of GDP is 2.8%, while Vietnam currently has public expenditure of 5.34% of GDP on education – even outperforming Singapore (3.28%) in this respect (World Bank, 2012, p. 116). Universities are generally a critical component of higher education in Indonesia and Vietnam, and this sector has experienced periods of promotion mixed with other periods of neglect in both countries. For example, Indonesia developed its higher education infrastructure slowly during the 1950s and 1960s, but accelerated training of researchers in the 1980s, primarily relying on overseas doctoral education in Europe and the US. Vietnam also utilized overseas opportunities for advanced education, relying primarily on training in the Soviet Union and East European countries. Throughout the twentieth century, universities in many developing countries, including Indonesia and Vietnam, have been regarded as organizations for advanced professional or vocational training, and very few universities have developed advanced research or postgraduate training. Indonesian public expenditure on tertiary education is reported as 1.2% of GDP, and Vietnam’s public expenditure on tertiary education is about the same, namely 1.18% (World Bank, 2012, p. 116).
Therefore, the transition to a new role of universities in the innovation system requires two important processes. First, universities need to complement their fundamental educational function with a stronger emphasis on research. Second, they need to engage more strongly with society and industry in order to fulfill their ‘third mission’, i.e. to contribute actively to knowledge development and innovative capabilities.

The first element of the transition principally involves creating a better internal, institutional environment: mobilizing the financial support and career incentives in universities to engage professors, postgraduate students and even undergraduate students in research-intensive learning. This transformation of the internal environment for research and innovation of course depends on external regulation and resources. The core issue for both Indonesia and Vietnam appears to be whether – and how – a higher level of autonomy can be granted to universities, thus removing the blocking mechanisms that hamper promotion of research and the pursuit of careers relying on innovation. A further development of institutions actively supporting research orientation and advanced scholarship in universities can also assist universities in becoming gatekeepers for international exchange of knowledge – thus fulfilling the development of external economies function in the innovation system. This means that universities and their faculty members need to develop and enhance the international academic linkages, and use these linkages to facilitate knowledge development in domestic industries.

The second element of the transition is contingent on a change in the wider context and institutional environment for universities. There is a need to reduce the external institutional constraints for the universities so that they can better serve the society and the economy. This requires social and political will to reform other essential functions of the innovation system – namely, to create a stronger social demand for the knowledge development and innovative services that could be provided by universities.

In particular, the two functions of ‘market formation’ and ‘entrepreneurial experimentation’ in society should interact closely with the possibilities of universities to develop their ‘third mission’. The governments in Indonesia and Vietnam should be able to influence the formation of markets for innovative products, partly by co-funding projects with industries that need innovative inputs, and partly through direct intervention, which can be achieved with public procurement. For example, the government may steer its procurement of pharmaceutical drugs towards new medicines that are needed in society, while simultaneously it could provide strong incentives for industries and universities to collaborate on relevant pharmaceutical R&D. In other cases, universities require support for spin-off entrepreneurial ventures, either through companies set up by professors or graduates, or through the attraction of entrepreneurial firms that can commercialize the technology developed via university research.

A. University–industry Linkages in Indonesia

The following paragraphs discuss the general issues of developing cooperation between researchers and business in Indonesia, together with preliminary results from interviews with university representatives. A recent major study of the conditions for interaction between university, industry and government partners in Indonesia provides rare insight into the factors that promote or constrain such interaction. The study emphasized that in addition to the poor level of financial resources for R&D in Indonesian universities, there are several prominent issues related to the institutional framework of the educational system that hold back partnerships between universities, industry and government:

One of the most fundamental issues is the lack of understanding and mutual trust between the three sectors. Too many universities develop their strategies without recourse to industrial stakeholders, and many academics look down on industries, considering them ‘greedy’ and ‘lacking idealism’. On the other hand, industrialists consider universities to be ivory towers, bureaucratic, and too focused on consensus building to meet industry needs… A second issue is that there is a serious flaw in the institutional framework
allowing public universities to engage in partnership with industry. Public universities’ lack of financial autonomy makes it difficult for them to run projects efficiently. And having no legal status gives them no credibility in negotiating contracts involving intellectual property rights. Without autonomy, institutional development occurs without the institutional mechanisms or structures for strategic actions (Education Sector Analytical and Capacity Development Partnership, 2013, p. xi).

The study investigated a range of universities providing training for undergraduates, and although most universities had weak capabilities in both providing quality education and utilizing research, there were a few practically oriented institutions that had developed extensive contacts with industry (for example, Universitas Surabaya and Institut Pertanian Bogor) and promoted entrepreneurial activities. The universities with a stronger research orientation (such as Universitas Indonesia, Universitas Gajah Mada, Institut Teknologi Bandung, and Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember) have strong ambitions to develop internationally competitive fundamental research, but most of these universities also pursue research that is locally relevant, and have sought to develop better cooperation with partners in industry and society.

For example, interviews at Institut Teknologi Bandung (ITB) indicated that many professors at ITB were undertaking consultancy work that was associated with alumni and performed via seven key research centers (ITB Interview, 18 August 2014). Many of the projects are in areas of specialized strength, such as construction design, energy, oil and gas. An important intermediate organization established in 2004 is PT. LAPI ITB, which is an enterprise set up to generate funds for research activities at ITB through consultancy service projects and training courses. LAPI has grown substantially in recent years, having a turnover of 200-300 projects per year, and has transferred a dividend to ITB that has increased from 2.4 billion rupiah in 2011 to 6.9 billion rupiah in 2013 (PT. LAPI Interview, 18 August 2014). Some of the projects are undertaken for the public sector, but more than 90% of the clients are from the private sector. Other firms have been established by ITB in order to promote commercialization of research; however, LAPI has the broadest scope and is the most profitable consulting company, and in fact has established subsidiaries for consultancy in fields such as water, IT, etc. The managers of LAPI – retired professors from ITB – believe that there are additional market opportunities both domestically in Indonesia and overseas, but they have been constrained in pursuing the expansion due to a lack of human resources in the company and limitations in the time that professors can devote to the research and consulting activities. LAPI has a considerable advantage over other companies set up by ITB in the engineering and construction services market due to its classification as a Class A company, which means it can undertake large-scale engineering projects.

Of course, some professors and students have established their own private companies, without any direct association or official links with ITB. The university has recently also been successful in creating spin-off companies, for instance in commercializing energy technology developed at the university. But it was still difficult for ITB to directly support the creation of entrepreneurial firms spinning off technologies by professors or students, and a study has shown that most patents granted to staff have not yet been commercialized (Ameka & Dhewanto, 2013). Although there are some ITB staff and alumni have connections to the local Bandung Techno Park, the university is not directly engaged in this initiative, which is run by another local university, Telkom Institute of Technology (Soenarso, Nugraha & Listyaningrum, 2013).

The University of Indonesia (UI) has also been actively promoting linkages with industry and the commercialization of technology from the university’s research. There is a Directorate for Partnership and Business Incubation, which is responsible for promoting IPR licensing to the industry and the creation of new entrepreneurial firms for marketing of services and products (UI Interview, 22 August 2014). In spite of holding quarterly presentation of research results from UI, the response from government and in particular industry has been disappointing – few industries have shown interest in licensing UI technology.
Out of 82 patent applications, 15 have been granted patent rights, and less than 10 have been utilized.

On the other hand, entrepreneurship by professors and students has been quite active, as well as by consultancy companies; for instance, PT. Daya Makara, which was established in 2004 and PT. Makaramas, which was established in 2009. The latter company has commercialized an IT product for ATM systems, which earns 700 million rupiah every month in royalty. Students from UI have been creating new firms after graduation, and at least 130 were listed in a recent report. The university is also in the process of developing a science park together with the Korean government. Nevertheless, these universities, as well as the Institut Teknologi Sepuluh Nopember (ITS) and public research organizations such as LIPI and BPPT, all found it difficult to expand their role in society. The principal barriers were related the status of the organizations and the financial regulations – in other words, the level of autonomy for public universities and research organizations. The current regulations constrain the level of financial autonomy for universities and their staff in particular. The abovementioned report gives a concise summary:

Under the existing public finance regime, all revenues in public universities are state revenues. The implication is that all disbursement and procurement activities have to comply with the bureaucratic and cumbersome mechanisms of public finance regime. Moreover, goods procured become state assets, while, in most cases, industry demands full ownership of the product prototype (including the goods procured) (Education Sector Analytical and Capacity Development Partnership, 2013, p. 62).

The result of these difficulties is that faculties are in fact discouraged from cooperating with industry through official arrangements with the university. Instead, unofficial arrangements and consultancy appear to flourish, but of course the university has not been fully able to collect data on such activities (ITS Interview, 26 August 2014). In a similar way, regulations for the current status of ITS as a public organization do not facilitate the establishment of new firms by the university. It is hoped that changes in the status could improve this situation, and there are already three companies in the making, commercializing new products and services in the information technology (IT) sector (a data center), mining (new smelter), and the automotive industries. The administration at ITS was thus encouraged that there were a demand for services and technologies from the university, but felt constrained by the regulatory framework in its efforts to officially support cooperation with industry and entrepreneurship of ITS staff.

Interviews with universities in Indonesia thus confirmed that there are both opportunities and a willingness among university administrations and staff in Indonesia to engage more actively in cooperation and partnership for innovation with industry and society. Even if the R&D funding and capabilities in Indonesia are relatively weak, there are possibilities for expanding the function of universities in the innovation system. Examples such as ITB and ITS show that willingness and enthusiasm among professors and students to engage in entrepreneurial projects were widespread, but regulations and uncertainties in the market reduced the actual possibilities for staff and students to move forward under the current context. Unfortunately, the status of universities do not provide the kind of autonomy required for them to play this role, largely because the administrative and financial regulations reduces flexibility and introduces delays and conditions for the transfer of resources that industry will usually find difficult to accept. Therefore, innovative entrepreneurship tended to be conducted in unofficial ways or by students after graduation, thereby losing some of the crucial information feedback for the university’s own knowledge repository.

### B. University-industry Linkages in Vietnam

In Vietnam, an agenda for reforms of the higher education sector was issued in 2005, which has sought to raise the quality of teaching in higher education through degree requirements for teachers, higher levels of research, and increased income from S&T activities (Harman & Ngoc, 2010). According to assessments carried out in
the early 2000s, the majority of universities had a low research productivity, reporting problems such as lack of adequate time for research, lack of appropriate working conditions, and the absence of financial incentives to engage in research:

Academics in Vietnam understandably have a strong orientation to teaching which takes up most of their time. Amongst many academics there is a relatively low interest in research for which funding is limited especially for junior staff. Universities do not see technology transfer activities as being crucial for their existence. In many instances, technology facilities and innovation rates in universities are behind that of leading firms. Within universities, research institutes with research-only staff undertake the bulk of research activity.

Many problems related to staffing are officially recognised by government authorities but there remains a need for realistic strategies and funding allocations to make a difference. Staff–student ratios are recognized to be too high. There are notable variations in the quality of academic staff across institutions, while there is no effective framework for decisions about career advancement, particularly appointment at the professorial level. (Harman & Ngoc, 2010, p. 98)

The challenges for developing technology transfer are partly related to the weakness of technological capabilities and R&D in Vietnamese industry and agriculture – a problem that is accompanied by a perspective from industry that, among other things, shows a fundamental desire to work with universities, but difficulties in negotiation, learning and sharing of information (Fatseas, 2010, p. 108). Several high-technology parks have been established in the vicinity of universities in Vietnam in the hope that this would foster increased university-industry linkages; however, the successful expansion of such linkages in the parks has been questionable.

The policy framework for encouraging university–industry cooperation is still largely shaped by the Law on Technology Transfer adopted in 2001. This law contains a new emphasis on intellectual property as a chief vehicle for the transfer of knowledge and technology. However, given that few universities in Vietnam are oriented towards the development of patented technology, and the institutional regime for intellectual property rights in Vietnam is still relatively weak, this aspect has not yet gained the importance as an incentive for university staff that was envisaged in the law.

The growth of demand for higher education in Vietnam has provided incentives for development of postgraduate training and, gradually, the expansion of research-based education and training, for example through PhD programs. Fourteen key universities have also received particular attention and are strongly encouraged to develop science and technology research through special funding and creation of research facilities and promotion of international linkages.

As a key university, the Vietnam National University (VNU) is a major institution with branches in Hanoi and in HCM City, encompassing some of the oldest and most well-developed universities in Vietnam. The VNU Science branch in Hanoi has a long tradition of conducting research and has developed new competence in advanced technology such as nanotechnology. Having secured extensive funding in Vietnam and from abroad, it is developing technologies for textiles and biological components (VNU Interview, 19 April 2015). However, the challenge is that few industries in Vietnam have the technological capabilities to exploit this technology, making it necessary to provide extensive prototype testing, development and assistance for transfer. It is also a challenge that there is a lack of highly trained technicians that can be employed by the university to handle experiments in the laboratory. Similarly, PhD students in Vietnam tend not to be careful enough in operating and maintaining the equipment, which occasionally causes major breakdowns.

Another Vietnamese public institution of higher education that has had a relatively long history of collaboration with industry and the community is the Cần Thơ University, established in 1966, selected as one of the fourteen key universities and located in the Mekong Delta. In this university, approximately one-third of the budget comes from the Ministry of Education, one-third from tuition fees, and another one-third from research funds (Cần Thơ University Interview, 9 January 2015). The Cần Thơ University has
had extensive collaboration with Germany and is strong in international cooperation. Because of the location of the university in the Mekong Delta, much of the partnership with the community has focused on agriculture, aquaculture and biotechnology. The university has established an incubation center to encourage staff and students to create new firms selling services and innovations.

However, universities based on private finance have gained a level of autonomy that the prestigious public key universities frequently lack. For example, the Tôn Đức Thắng (TDT) University established in 1997 in HCM City is classified as an independent public university – providing it with the status of independent financial accounting, but with no financial subsidies from the government. TDT University has developed more than 14 research centers to help professor and students link up with industry. Part of the effort is to create good conditions for student internships with industry, and part of it has been giving assistance to research contracts funded by industry (Interview at TDT, 5 January 2015). Although most staff is lecturers expected to devote 70–80% of their time to teaching and 20% to research, the university has also appointed a number of research lecturers who are expected to spend 70–80% of their time on research and 20% on teaching.

The interviews conducted in Vietnam showed that the reform of the higher education sector is moving forward at a moderate speed. The problem of financial autonomy still exists, and the weak demand for innovative technologies from industry and other elements of society is holding back the ability of universities to function effectively as conduits for innovation. Like Indonesia, the university sector in Vietnam requires much stronger and targeted support to be able to supplement its basic role as provider of skilled human resources with a new role as a nucleus of innovation promotion in the society.

V. CONCLUSION

This paper briefly introduces the importance of transforming the role of universities in contemporary emerging economies and enhancing the ability of universities to contribute more extensively to the dynamic development of innovation systems. I use the recently developed conceptual framework of a functional analysis of innovation systems to analyze the status of innovation systems in Indonesia and Vietnam, and identify some essential functional issues that calls for additional recognition among policy makers and in society generally. A better understanding of these functional aspects of the innovation systems may lead to innovation policy reform, and such reforms may be able to mobilize the contributions of universities to a greater extent. Moreover, the paper demonstrates that the functional analysis framework can be used to examine the particular role that universities play in innovation systems – that is, it can help us understand where the universities can provide specific contributions, and help us identify the incentives or blocking mechanisms that influence their performance.

An overview of the innovation systems in Indonesia and Vietnam shows that they share some characteristics, particularly in comparison with innovation systems in more advanced countries. There is limited ability to mobilize the resources required for innovation, as the investment in R&D as percentage of GDP is relatively low and dominated by public funding with little contribution from private sources. In Indonesia, private businesses appear reluctant to commit investment to innovation that does not provide an assured return within a short time span, and large firms often remain dependent on transfer of technology from overseas sources. Human resources for innovation are growing, partly due to the expansion of the higher education system, but the overall supply of highly trained and experienced researchers is still insufficient for many industries. In Vietnam, the economic reforms have unleashed a growing private sector, but most firms are still reluctant to commit substantial investment to innovation. In a similar way, knowledge development efforts are also concentrated in public organizations and operating in a supply-dominated policy environment, with little engagement in market formation and demand-oriented activities.
Given some of these weaknesses of the Indonesian and Vietnamese innovation systems, it is clear that the universities represent a vital resource for enhancing innovation in the two countries. Nevertheless, the role of universities seems to have been locked in traditional concepts where they are considered primarily organizations designed to communicate knowledge, with little emphasis on the essential research and advanced postgraduate training functions that characterize many universities elsewhere. Interviews in Indonesia illustrated that both staff and students at key universities were keen to link up with industry or set up new entrepreneurial ventures based on the knowledge generated within the university. But regulations limiting the autonomy of the universities acted as effective barriers to regular exploitation of such opportunities. In Vietnam, R&D activities in universities have been actively promoted for a number of years, and although the legal and regulative framework for innovation and university–industry linkages also presented barriers to expansion, Vietnam appeared poised to undertake a transformation of the universities’ role towards provision of knowledge development function. It was also possible to identify strong support for entrepreneurial experimentation critically important for the commercialization of innovations, particularly at some of the more advanced universities in the South of Vietnam.
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